
 

 

                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

So, like sands through the hourglass, 

these were the last days of our season! 

At the end there was only one left standing defiantly in the way of 

Schofields, this was the journey…………………………….. 

Prologue: 

[There is a promise of rain in the biting wind that blows in from the west across a bleak and bitter land. As he 

watches the wizened trees bend against the dour wind, The Eye of Sauron, The Great leader and Nefarious 

Overlord of the Blue Mountain’s H Grade Baseball Team (otherwise known as ‘Steve’) regards what is before 

him.   

“ hmm” he growls “Blackheath”.  

Narrowing his eyes against a bitter and chill breeze, that appeared to focus all its vengeance upon him, The 

Eye of Sauron pulls his great, shaggy, bearskin cloak tight as he moves forward into this fierce place. He looks 

about and wonders how life can exist in such a strange and bizarre region, but he has a job to do and marches 

forward into the unknown. A grim smile mars his haggard, though still handsome, features as he spots a Lady 

of a Certain Age staggering up the path. He swiftly moves up to her and grabs her arm with a strength that 

reflects the urgency of his quest. She tries to resist and her eyes are wild with fear.  

“Have you seen him..?” Sauron growls and he pulls out from under his cloak an image which he holds up to 

the Lady of a Certain Age’s darting eyes. She focusses on the image and freezes. 

‘The Buttocks!” she gasps as her knees buckle but Sauron is ready and holds her up. Knowing time is short he 

barks. 

“Where is he? I need to know where he is !” and he quickly hides the image and grasps the Lady on both 

shoulders “Tell me!”. 

The Lady of a certain age is now muttering, “Such beauty, so pert , so stupendous, so magnificent.. so .. so “ 

but with a slight smile she points west “yonder lies he“ and passes into a faint. 



 

 

Sauron drops the Lady to the ground and peers into the west with some trepidation as directly where she 

points lies an imposing edifice. A grim citadel that Sauron realises is a formidable destination. A Heart of 

Darkness that towers over the general squaller of Blackheath. The New Ivanhoe hotel. Sauron’s leather 

gauntlets strain against his tightening fists. 

“So be it then, destiny is not always pretty”. But before taking his first step towards his goal he glances back at 

the Lady of a Certain Age and sees she is unconsciously pouting her lips while her hands make silent fondling 

movements. Turning his face away, he grimaces into the wind  “ ‘tis must be he”. 

Entering the town, Sauron beats his way through hordes of wankers as they head towards their Tantric Yoga 

classes in Nuclear Free Safe Places and then he is bailed up by a wretched street urchin, 

“Have you any sweets My Lord?” the wretch mutters.  

With a scowl Sauron tosses a few candies at the urchin’s feet who looks down and then back up into Sauron’s 

fierce eyes. 

“Are they organic, fair trade and sugar free? What is their carbon footprint ? My Mum says we use vegan 

plastic and Panda safe certified colours and ….“ Sauron grabs the idiot’s head and quickly silences him with an 

armoured knee to the face. 

“Blackheath” he growls and spits, then continues his quest. 

Crashing the doors asunder, Sauron pauses and squints into the foul interior and the gloom of the New 

Ivanhoe Hotel and then gasps, for it has been some time since he has faced such horror!  Like a fool, it appears 

he stumbled into the pestilent den of a vile resident of the underworld and with a snarl, he tenses and sets for 

the charge, battle and carnage.  

“whatcha, havin’?”  

It’s the barmaid. Sauron grasps the bar in relief and avoiding her gaze, lest he be turned to stone, silently pulls 

out the image. 

“Cor, I’d make him breakfast !” the apparition cackles “wouldn’t mind having his slippers under the bed, hey 

Shazza?” And she beckons into the darkness from which another fiend emerges “Oooh” it sniggers “nice bit of 

crumpet that ! He can butter my lunch !”  

“Tell me where he is and you can keep the image crones! ” splutters Sauron as his heart is still recovering from 

the shock of knowing there is more than one of these creatures.  

“Try the beer garden” and Sauron swiftly takes his leave from the cackling and slobbering sounds emitting 

from behind the bar.  

In the barren waste-land before him, Sauron realises his quest is now complete as from under a pile of empty 

beer cans, kebab wrappers and a crumpled, tear stained copy of the ‘Official Rules of Baseball” sticks a 

magnificently muscled leg. Sauron digs away at the detritus of despair and then pauses to stare at the face 

uncovered. The eyes before him spring open and after madly spinning in their sockets focus on Sauron’s 

craggy face. 



 

 

“Coach it’s you, Steve? Why …. ” madness lies in the eyes, but Sauron is relieved to also see, recognition. He 

leans forward and with some care says. 

“We need you son, we need a game report for what happened at Plumpton” 

The eyes snap wide and Sauron despairs as he can see they are the doorway though which insanity can enter. 

The face twitches and lips quiver, 

“But why Steve, why did it happen Coach? I don’t think I can go back! What can be written about that game?! 

The Horror The Horror! “ His eyes snap back to reality “what about The Dude, he can write the report?”   

“Nae” Says Sauron shaking his shaggy head “ The Dude has taken leave of his senses and is shell of the man he 

was. He has even bought a Yankees season ticket !” Sauron lowers his head, then raises his eyes and affixes his 

quarry with a stare “if you do not write this report, I will take you out to lunch, in Blackheath!”  

“you wouldn’t dare !”   

“yes I would” snarls Sauron “ I would order … a vegan quinoa and chia seed low fat organic burger” 

“You monster” 

Sauron continues,  “with a kale smoothie, dolphin friendly Chai latte and ..”  

The eyes are now affixed and with filled with terror, Sauron continues,  

“and a dairy, sugar and gluten free vegan fruitarian passionfruit slice!”  

A thin scream is cut off as the jaws off his quarry snap shut. The eyes re-focus as they realise that all is lost and 

Sauron has the day. A hugely muscled arm is raised which Sauron grasps and lifts the man to his feet. Sauron is 

pleased to see clarity in the dream-boat eyes that are turned into the wind while the glorious, golden locks 

wave and snap in the breeze. Wash-board Abs and dinner-plate sized pectorals are exposed, yet ignore the 

chill air and then , The Master of The Blue Horizons looks down to Sauron and says,  

“I’m ready, take me home coach, take me home”..] 

Plumpton: 

What a season folks! H Grade Blue Mountains Royals have shown the world that they are the stuff and the 

degenerate freaks and weirdos in our other grades are the stuffing! (Editor: nice, enjoy your ‘table for one’ at 

the presentation night). We have played well, played ok and played like shite all season but deserve our 

chance to get to the BIG ONE. The demented fruitcakes and evil overlords (otherwise known as the 

‘Association’) relegated us to third but we prevailed as we put Mackillop in a calico bag and dropped them into 

the creek and now we are in the semi-final! Or Final! or who cares.. if we win this one, we can take on the 

Colostomy bags in the Grand Final! But first of all we need to over-throw the well fed Schofields at a 

‘neutral’  ground, and that ground is Plumpton. 

Ahh Plumpton, The Royals arrive and suck in the sweet, warm airs of Plumpton , then feel somewhat queasy 

as in the near distance B-Doubles carrying cooking oil start up their hi-flow pumps to re-fill the local deep 

fryers in preparation for the lunch time rush. A gentle KFC flavoured mist begins to envelop the Magnificent 

Royals yet we are confident as Our Stupendous and Beneficent Leader, They Eye of Sauron .. or Steve.. has a 



 

 

full roster to play with as even the Red Helmet of Victory has arrived! But suddenly all the birds fly away and 

all the local dogs start to howl as there is something wrong. The Ladies lounge has a new member and .. It is 

Lightning Lozza! She is out after breaking her knee playing tiddly winks .. or something.. and she is off the 

roster ! Stout men with clear eyes hold Sauron back from running head first into a wall as our third base 

options look grim until El President, Will, straddles the dug-out and says’ Let me at em!” and the roar goes up , 

loins are girded once more and we are ready!  

Pity is, Plumpton didn’t seem to know we were coming as a few things were missing, like base lines and a 

marked out batting box? And why is the mound in the shape of a brick ? Some bloke has turned up to pick up 

‘things’ from the outfield (litter? Needles? dog crap ??? sawn off shotguns??? Who knows?!) but we are all in 

it together and we are in it for Baseball!   

Our great leader points out that as we are first up to bat and calls us in for the team talk. Sauron is pleased 

with us this year as usual grasps us tight and peers closely in our either bloodshot, too-close-together or madly 

spinning eyes gives us the plan “Hit the ball!!”he shouts. We gasp and weep in thanks and attempt lame high 

fives! We had forgotten and now we have a plan, again! Steve retreats to his hip flask as The Base Stealer 

Stevie H Leads from the front. 

A good crowd has lumbered over to watch the game under the clear and tasty skies of Plumpton but there is a 

nasty wind that starts to play on the minds of some the younger and weaker minded players. Schofields seem 

to be revelling in the harsh breeze, but then we realise that they have a size advantage and doubt they even 

notice the wind. Actually, half of them wouldn’t notice being hit by a min-van either, but that means we have 

speed on our side!  

First dig is promising, with the Base Stealer getting off a good shot before El President brings him home with a 

sweet base hit to right field. Moonboot forget to use his face or genitals as a bat and goes down looking. Our 

great leader crushes one to right but the Schofields fielder has time to finish his sandwich to take the catch 

while the Lochness monster uses the wrong end of the bat to be caught at short. Still, we are on the board 

and now it is up to Scholfields to show us what they are made off! Well, besides doughnuts …  

The Royals skip, spin and pirouette onto the diamond and ready to keep our hideous opponents in the box in 

which they belong. Moonboot is on the brick, sorry, mound, while Clarkey has stunned us all by bringing out 

his newest and spunkiest catcher’s gear so far (he must be on first name basis with Easton..) while The Dude, 

Mike, has aligned his mantras to focus on the Benevolence of Ganesh and fires up some Om Gum Ganapatayei 

Namah! While Stevie H holds second, the Lochness Monster and his ‘head-pet’ lurks at short, El Presidente’ 

leaps and frolics at third, Master of the Blue Horizons prowls right, Big Jim is Insta-liking centre while She Who 

Know’s  No Fear is back holding right like a rock, a noisy rock!  

  

The wind plays some havoc with Moonboot’s pitching and things start to look a little grim as the consistent 

hitting from Schofields sees them start to get around the bases a little too easy for our liking. Their lead off 

steals second and third and is home on a grounder to third but Lochness makes the out with some frozen rope 

to the Dude at First. We have one in the bag and can we make this a clean sweep ?! nup, nope, noper-roony … 

Moonboot is still keeping up his part of the deal but we let him down fielding with a series of errors and 



 

 

general running around in circles chasing our tails sees another 4 runs in before the Lochness Monster is at 

one with The Dude we are back in the dug-out.  

After spending the first innings in centre-field bashing his face into the ground and trying to pull his own eye-

balls out (at first we thought it was ‘performance art’, but then realised it was a teenager’s way of saying 

“geez, I am a little disappointed with our fielding today chaps”), Big Jim is lead off! The Scholfield’s pitcher is 

intimidated and it looks like a lamo ‘walk’ for Big Jim. But he is not having any of that, and it is there and it is 

gone..ish to right and he is around for our first two bagger of the game. The Master of the Blue Horizons is up 

and is utter shite while She Who has No Fear has taken on the family tradition of getting to first “Hit By Ball’. 

Big Jim has enough of our shenanigans and is off on a steal to third … didn’t go exactly to plan as third 

baseman had the ball… yeah ..and Clarkey is unlucky with a pop up to short as he has been batting like a 

champion all year. 

Then there is a wind change and the outfield have to deal with sweet and sour pork and dims-sims (seriously 

folks, it was weird!) and maybe the change in atmospheric flavour is to our benefit as we keep Schofields to 

one run in! We need to keep out the momentum and get some runs to keep in the game , the ladies lounge 

are a raucous mob as excitement is in the air. The crowd puts down his copy of ‘Pidgeon Fancier’s Monthly’  in 

anticipation to what the Blue Mountains Royals will unleash in this do or die Final! Huzzah, yes, great, we 

unleash a huge bag of suck and we have to wake up the scorers to point out that we are back in the dugout. 

Three up and three down including a double play due an interesting interpretation of ‘tag on a fly’ ball. 

Yeesh.   

A surprise change sees the Master of the Blue Horizons behind the plate and the Lochness monster taking the 

lump, sorry, mound to see if we can make a dent in the relentless attack from Schofields, but besides trying to 

insert the ball into the Master OTBH’s head, Lochness has little luck is stopping the increasingly noisy 

Schofields we still leak out 3 runs. It didn’t help, sports fans, that the Royals Mojo appeared to wane and our 

fielding started to reflect what our batting was like, and seeing our batting was like eating a hand-full of 

toenails, parents began to remove small children away from the game to save money on future counselling 

costs. Missed catches, dropped tag-out’s at home, bases stolen everywhere even saw the Gods of Baseball 

cough politely and discuss the weather.  

Even Batman could not save the day and with his hit back to the pitcher for our final out , we knew all was 

lost.  In the end Schofields prevailed 13 to 2 and the good thing is the game was played in a pretty good spirit. 

Yeah Schofield s got all noisy and excited, but we would have done the same and though it was disappointing, 

we made the Final and were beaten by A the team that took out the competition by beating Colyton; a team 

that had not lost a game all year. We did good , So Huzzah to Baseball and Huzzah to the Blue Mountains 

Royals H Grade !    … time for a drink, Barman !! 

* 

Sigh………………………………. 

Though I did put forward a theory that the “Lump” was the result of a spurned lover. 

Hmmmmmmmm - * 



 

 

18. 
That’s the number of players we have going to Lismore. 

So – please – if you are thinking of playing – JOIN UP! 

That is two teams – the most we have ever fielded to any 

tournament – BUT…………… 

We need more to make it work ! 

Call Wil, email me or chat to Dave – but come – COME!!!!!!!! 

 

Presidente’ Willy needs you to come to Lismore! 

 



 

 



 

 


